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A YEAR OF CHANGE FOR THE INDUSTRY
We relaunched Audio Media International late last year as I realised it could offer a vision of an
industry site for the pro audio industry which hadn’t been seen before. Reaching over 50,000
industry members a month is powerful, so powerful that ultimately it eclipses any remaining
‘industry’ print publications. We remain unique in our approach to serving the industry via a
mix of essential news, exclusive interviews and in depth features.
Audio Media International is resolutely industry facing and if it’s the industry you want to reach,
a site or magazine that targets mainstream consumers won’t let you speak to the people you’ve
missed at cancelled conventions. And after all, when did you last buy a magazine? Our ability
to move quickly and our reach means that we can turn around your campaigns fast and deliver
targeted campaigns with verified results that really meet your objectives.
We look forward to seeing you again at the next convention as the industry moves forward.
Richard Melville, CEO
richard@audiomediainternational.com
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WHY WORK WITH US?
ç 	We are global - 53% of our audience is in the US so Audio Media

International can get your message to a broad audience
ç 	We can turn around your campaign fast and help you reach

30,000 users daily via our newsletter and social channels
ç 	
We work with you as part of your team - our designers and expert writers

work to create original content that delivers on your objectives
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WHO WE ARE
ç 	As a digital platform with a new look site combined with a

25 year heritage in the pro audio industry, we’re positioned
to look after the real needs of the industry today
ç 	We serve an audience including technicians, engineers,

producers and industry execs so you can always reach your
target audience with us
ç 	We’re here for the whole industry. A news hub for the

community not another boring trade site, so our audience
is engaged and passionate about the industry
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WHAT WE DO
ç 	Our content categories cover the whole industry

including studio, live and installation, so your
message and your brand is seen by the most
relevant audience
ç 	Thanks to our industry first interviews and opinion

pieces as well as news and features, our audience is
loyal and keeps coming back for more, allowing for
deeper engagement with your stories
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REACH & STATISTICS

20,000

50,000+

19,195

Unique users and growing

Ad impressions per month

Newsletter subscribers

10,750

8,623

927

Facebook fans
*Since recent launch of channel

Twitter followers

Instagram followers*
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WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT US
“There will always
be a need for pro
audio sites that
convey the human
element of our
business”

Howard Jones, Genelec

“Professional,
Professional, next
level service and
communication.
Great work culture”
culture

Andris Zemmers, JZ Microphones

“Publications
like Audio Media
International can
deliver projects
that will be music
to your ears”

Department for
International Trade (UK .Gov)
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£1575 / $2155 PER MONTH

Our Starter Package runs for 3 months. Each month you will get:

PARTNERSHIP PLAN

PLUS!
ADDED REACH
All your content
enhanced by regular
social media support

20,000+
Followers

3 x sponsored articles
showcasing the stories you want to tell

Newsletter advertising
(3 per week, 12 total)

Site-wide advertising campaign
(Leaderboard/MPU)
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Silver

Gold

£495 / $700

£795 / $1125

£1095 / $1500

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

Leaderboard

Leaderboard

Leaderboard

MPU

MPU
Homepage Billboard

Leaderboard / MPU – Articles

Bronze

AD PLACEMENT LOCATIONS

Choose from monthly packages to reach your customers every day

Billboard – Homepage

HIGH REACH SITE ADVERTISING
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CATEGORY PAGE TAKEOVER
ç 	
A highly impactful way to showcase

your brand or celebrate new products
ç 	Choose between our Homepage or our

News, Reviews, Studio, Live, Music
Industry, Installation sections
ç 	Includes weekly branded space

in our newsletter, extending the reach
for your message
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£1495 / $2045 PER MONTH
Make it your own
Leaderboard display ad
Add your brand logo

MPU display ad
Customise the page
background or use a
page skin
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STUDIO SHOWCASE
ç 	A Q&A article which showcases your studio in

your own words
ç 	The article remains on site forever and is

featured in our newsletter to ensure maximum
exposure
ç 	
Includes social media support across all our

channels, reaching up to 20,000 followers
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£995 / $1360
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YOUR BRAND SPACE
ç 	A branded area on site which includes

all content related to your brand
ç 	Gives you an opportunity to highlight

who you are and showcase your news
and products
ç

I nclude your logo, and your choice of
imagery
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£995 / $1360
Make it your own
Add your brand logo

An entire space for
articles dedicated to a
theme or campaign of
your choice

Customise the page
background or use a
page skin
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DEDICATED NEWSLETTERS
ç 	Dedicated newsletters direct to our

database, allowing you to engage with
our readers directly
ç 	Include the stories and artwork you

want to feature, written and designed
by our team
ç 	
Track and measure your campaigns

and target by region or country
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£1195 / $1635
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WANT TO GROW YOUR INDUSTRY REACH?
rosie@audiomediainternational.com
+44 (0)7803 049 364
FOLLOW US

© Copyright Audio Media International. All rights reserved.

